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Washing Machines

for washing monoblock aerosol cans
and bottles made of aluminium or
steel

Energy-saving and economic
washing by mall//herlan

Optional extras
Conductivity measurement by means of measuring head
for quality control of the rinsing water
Heat exchanger with regulating circuit for bath areas
Particle filter system
Electrically heated drying oven

Washing machine
After pressing and trimming it is necessary to wash the lubricants from the
cylinders. With our space-saving washing machines, designed in stainless steel,
we offer an economic and energy-saving technology for a perfect washing result.
Different machine types and a lot of special features allow as much customization
as possible.

Technical data washing machines
Type
Dia. range mm
Max. speed cpm
Chain pitch
Number of washing / rinsing
cabins

CWM 45-5+

CWM 55-5+

CWM 66-5+

CWMx 59-5+

CWM 80-5+

CWMx 66-8

20-45

35-55

45-66

35-59

45-80

45-66

200

200

200

250

180

250

3 x 3/4’’

4 x 3/4’’

5 x 3/4’’

4 x 3/4’’

6 x 3/4’’

5 x 3/4’’

5

5

5

5

5

8

Special features
Compact, space-saving stainless-steel design, washing and rinsing cabins equipped with windows
Reliable, adaptable infeed and outfeed system ensuring easy connection to the upstream and
downstream machines
Safe and reliable infeed and outfeed transfer through vacuum drums
Gas or electrically heated stainless steel drying oven with long dwell time and minimum energy
consumption
Newly designed jet spray system
Detergent dosing by means of conductivity metering and dosing pump
Dripping area between wet and dry zone, vertically arranged pins
Electrically heated tanks for the degreasing cabins equipped with pumps, level control and
temperature regulation
Automatic level control of the tanks, equipped with a safety unit against water shortage and
temperature monitoring unit
Stainless steel tanks for collecting the dripping water below the machine
Reliable system for sucking off the oven exhaust air
New extra platform on top of the washing cabins for a better accessibility of the dryer
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